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Abstract—Representing 3D scenes in a limited space is one of
the common problems in fine arts and plastic arts as well as in
computer vision and computer graphics. Many computational
works have been proposed to increase depth illusion for the
forms like painting, photography, and bas relief where the scene
is projected onto a 2D plane. Another way of representing
3D scenes in a limited space is preserving full geometry and
compressing discontinuities in the space. One common form of
such geometry in plastic arts is high reliefs. However, how to
computationally transform the scenes into a limited space while
preserving original 3D geometry and enhance depth perception
in this space is not explicitly addressed in the previous works.

In this report, we first review how the depth perception is
processed in the human visual system (HVS) and then show a
computational method for bas relief generation which creates
plausible depth illusions. Next, we evaluate differential geometry
which allows manipulating scenes while preserving the essence
of geometry. Finally, we present how we achieve strong depth
illusions in limited space by introducing our high relief generation
method which is based on differential geometry and discuss
several future works based on this.
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I. INTRODUCTION

3D space is immense and its realistic representation in
artificial forms such as painting and sculpting necessitates

high level artistic and technical know-how. Realistic paintings
imitate the HVS to create strong sensation of the depth on
2D flat surfaces. The scenes are painted as their one to one
representation of the projected images on the retina (Hereafter
in this paper we will use ”retinal image” to refer ”the image
projected on the retina”). To mimic the retinal image, we
should know how our eye functions and what information is
carried out from the retinal image to the brain which makes
an inverse operation to construct depth information. In the
literature, this information carried by different means of optical
relationships such as perspective, occlusion, and shading is
called depth cues.

In the sculpting discipline, the scene can be represented
in three different forms [6]. First form, which is called bas
reliefs, is not too much different than paintings with respect to
its construction method. The scene is similarly projected onto
a 2D plane and the plane is slightly deformed to represent
the changes in depth as elevations from the surface. Second
form, high reliefs, is significantly different than the forms like
paintings and bas reliefs . The original shapes of the scene
are preserved in this form instead of projecting them, but they
are transformed into a limited space in the relation with a
relief plane ( Fig. 1). The third form is known as free standing
sculpture. Free standing sculptures are one to one imitations
of the original 3D scenes.
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Fig. 1. Bas and high relief representation in 2D. High relief preserves original
shape properties in limited depth space, whereas bas relief is the projection
of the scene.

Free standing sculptures do not need any enhancement
for depth perception, whereas bas reliefs and high reliefs
require special treatment as limiting the space weakens depth
perception. Plenty of works address this problem by presenting
computational methods for bas reliefs. The main approach is
not too different than the one used by painters. Pictorial depth
cues are used on the projection of the scene for depth enhance-
ment. On the other hand, these methods are not applicable for
high relief generation. There are two main challenges for the
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high relief generation:
• The transformation of the scene into a limited space.

A transformation strategy should preserve fine details of
figure, continuity of overall surface, and depth disconti-
nuities within the scene.

• Enhanced depth perception. Limiting space causes the
loss of sensation of depth to some degree (Fig. 2). A new
strategy should enable reinforcing the sensation of depth
by deforming the geometry.
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Fig. 2. How the retinal image is formed for different representations is shown.
The painting and bas relief imitate the retinal image. Therefore resulting retinal
image provides a perception which is very similar to the original geometry.
High relief causes the loss of depth sensation with a naive compression
approach, even tough it preserves most of the properties of the original shape.

We address these two main challenges and present a method
for synthesizing high reliefs. Our method, based on the differ-
ential coordinates, brings the scene elements to the relief plane
while preserving depth discontinuities and surface continuities
of the scene. We select an optimal number of attenuation points
within the scene, attenuate these points towards the relief plane
and adapt new positions of all scene elements by using the
differential coordinates. High relief synthesis is controlled by
user-defined parameters to adjust the depth range, as well
as the placement of the scene elements with respect to the
relief plane. Furthermore, we show a perspective deformation
method which enhances the sensation of depth in the limited
spaces.

This report is organized as follows: First, in Section II, we
discuss the depth perception of the HVS. Then, we briefly
explain a state of the art method for the bas relief generation,
before giving the details on how to manipulate the scene in 3D
space by using the differential geometry. Section III presents
our method of high relief generation based on the differential
geometry and Section IV provides a brief discussion of our
method and the plans for future works.

II. THE PERCEPTION AND REPRESENTATIONS OF THE
FORMS

In this section, we first study Palmer’s evaluation [1] of the
depth perception based on different type of the depth cues.
Then, we explain a state of the art work by Weyrich et al. [2] to
indicate how some of these depth cues could be efficiently used
to create illusory depth effects with bas reliefs. The method of
Weyrich et al. is only valid for bas relief generation since it is
a projection based method, where the scene is projected onto
2D flat plane. To produce high reliefs, we should be able to
manipulate the original scene geometry without projecting it.

TABLE I
DEPTH CUES.

Depth cue Binocular/ Static/ Relative/
Monocular Dynamic Absolute

Accommodation monocular static absolute
Convergence binocular static absolute
Binocular disparity binocular static relative
Motion parallax monocular dynamic relative
Convergence of parallels monocular static relative
Position relative to horizon monocular static relative
Relative size monocular static relative
Familiar size monocular static absolute
Texture gradients monocular static relative
Shading and shadows monocular static relative
Aerial perspective monocular static relative

Finally we describe Sorkine’s differential geometry [3] which
enables deforming 3D geometry by preserving the main scene
characteristics.

A. Depth Perception

Depth perception is the perceptual problem of recovering
the distance to the objects in the 3D environments. The HVS
operates an inverse problem to recover the depth information
from the retinal image by using several ocular and optical
depth cues. Some of these depth cues are indicated in Table
I.

Ocular depth cues arise from the state of the eyes and their
biological components. Accommodation and convergence are
two main depth cues coming from ocular information. Accom-
modation indicates the focus of the lens and convergence is
the angle between the lines of the sights of left and right eyes.
These two cues are particularly important to provide absolute
depth information to the HVS. However, this information is
only valid for the objects in a certain distance. As a matter of
fact, humans are not good at guessing absolute distance of far
objects.

Optical depth cues show information about the relation of
human eye with the 3D environment. Different than ocular
depth cues, most of optical depth cues provide relative depth
information. Once human eyes focus on an object, its absolute
depth information comes with ocular depth cues. The absolute
distances of all other elements are calculated with the relative
information coming from the optical depth cues. This could
be considered as an integration operation in which the starting
point is the absolute distance of the object on the focus.

The information carried out from left and right eye could be
slightly different. If a depth cue carries different information to
the different eyes, it is called binocular depth cue. Otherwise,
it is named monocular depth cue. Binocular disparity, which
formulates the difference of the pictorial positions of the same
objects on the left and right retinal images, is a significant
binocular cue. This difference is zero for the object on the
focus, and negative or positive values for other objects. Binoc-
ular disparity provides significant information about relative
distance of the objects. On the other hand, monocular cues
are also sufficient to have a strong depth perception. When
we look to the environment with only one eye, we still have
the sense of depth.
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Fig. 3. Information carried by depth cues varies depending on the artificial form in the space.

Although most of the depth cues are based on static rela-
tionship of the observer and the environment, the dynamic
information of this relationship creates another depth cue,
which is named motion parallax. When the objects or the
observer moves, the positions of the objects on the retinal
image changes proportional to their distance to the fixation
point of the eyes.

Artificial forms such as painting, bas relief, and high relief
are only capable of revealing several depth cues. Fig. 3 shows
a comparison of depth cues that differ in those three forms.
Paintings are very powerful in terms of monocular depth
cues. The convergence of lines with a perspective projection
and shading and shadows are the strongest cues in paintings.
However, dynamic depth cues and binocular disparity do not
exist for paintings. Similarly bas reliefs also provide depth in-
formation with the convergence of parallel lines. Additionally
small elevations on the surface enable dynamic and binocular
depth cues for bas reliefs but they are weak. On the contrary,
high reliefs reveal strong dynamic and binocular depth cues
since it preserves 3D geometry. As the observer moves in front
of bas relief, shading, shadow, and their relation to each other
on the image representation change. Furthermore, a strong
binocular disparity appears since the images on the left and
right eye become slightly different. However, convergence of
parallel lines is weak for high reliefs for the reason explained
in Fig. 2. In Section III, we show our method to convert this
into a strong depth cue for high reliefs.

B. Bas Reliefs from 3D Scenes

Bas relief is a sculpting technique which compresses shapes
into a nearly-flat surface while maintaining the perception of
3D scene for a single vantage point. In ancient culture, it was
a popular art form used for storytelling (Fig. 4). Today it is a
common form in modern art as well as in industrial design,
architecture, and coin design. Weyrich et al. [2] present a
computational method to assist the artists for the production
of bas reliefs. The main features of bas reliefs are:
• Depth. The perspective foreshortening is the main depth

cue enabling depth perception.
• Object order. The relative depth order of scene elements

in the same local neighbourhood is preserved.

• Depth discontinuities. The depth discontinuities in
original 3D scene is not maintained on bas relief surface.

Weyric et al.’s algorithm aims at maintaining these features
on a nearly flat surface that gives the impression of a 3D scene
for a single vantage point. Their approach is based on the tone
mapping algorithms in which the goal is to map the contrast
from high dynamic range of a scene to low dynamic range
of a screen [4]. Similarly for bas reliefs, we want to map the
depth into a low dynamic range from high dynamic range of
a 3D scene.

Fig. 4. Bas reliefs. Ancient Greek (left), Assyrian (right).

As we discussed earlier, bas reliefs are similar to paintings
by considering that they are created with a projection of the
scene (Fig. 1). Therefore, perspective projection, which is
allowing convergence of parallel lines, is the most strong depth
cue for bas reliefs (Fig. 3). The scene input to the algorithm is
a perspective depth map of the 3D scene. This is considered
as a heightfield h(x, y) to be used as a guide for surface eleva-
tions. Next, the heightfield is differentiated to perform all op-
erations in gradient domain. As the goal is to reduce dynamic
range for depth, the gradient magnitudes are compressed while
the gradient directions v(x, y) = ∇h(x, y)/ ‖ ∇h(x, y) ‖
are fixed. After the gradient compression, new depth values
h′(x, y) are recovered by integrating over modified gradient
g′(x, y).

The depth discontinuities in the scene cause large gradients
at the silhouettes. This would result in depth discontinuities
when the heightfield is integrated back to obtain the final
relief. To remove this discontinuities, the gradient values on
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the silhouettes are set to zero. The gradient magnitudes are
modified in the following way:

s(x, y) =

{
C(‖ ∇h(x, y) ‖), 0 ≤‖ ∇h(x, y) ‖< ϑsil,

0, ϑsil ≤‖ ∇h(x, y) ‖ .
(1)

where C is compression function and ϑsil is silhouette
threshold. The compression function C is a non-linear operator
that preserves small gradients while attenuating large slopes.

C(x) =
1

α
log(1 + αx), α > 0. (2)

The parameter α controls the amount of compression and
is mostly selected between 0.5 and 10.

Next, final gradient values are obtained by recombining
fixed orientations with modified gradients:

g′(x, y) = s(x, y)v(x, y). (3)

In order to recover new heightfield h′(x, y), an integration
over modified gradients g′(x, y) is required. However, this
vector field is not integrable. The following optimization
function is used to find a solution with the least error:

h′(x, y) = argminh

∫∫
‖ ∇h(x, y)− g′(x, y) ‖2 dxdy. (4)

Similar to Fattal et al. [4], this optimization is reformulated
as a Poisson equation

∇2h = divg′, (5)

which is solved by using a general multi-grid solver.

Fig. 5. Given a 3D input scene and a vantage point (left), corresponding bas
relief is generated (right).

Weyric et al’s method is one of the state of the art methods
for digital bas relief generation. As shown in Fig. 5, the
results reveal plausible depth illusion for a single vantage
point. However, this method is only applicable for the bas
relief generation and does not apply for other forms such as
high reliefs. In high relief form, the scene geometry preserved
to a large extent. This enables some additional depth cues (see
Fig. 3) and removes the limitation of a single vantage point for
a plausible depth perception. In the next section, we show how
to manipulate 3D scenes by using differential geometry, which
forms the basis of our method for the high relief generation.

C. Differential Geometry

Surface representation is a significant topic in computer
graphics. The way a 3D scene is defined determines the
type of operations which can be done on the 3D scene. The
traditional Cartesian coordinates do not carry any information
about local shape properties such as the size and orientation of
the local geometry. Therefore, undesired deformations occur
when the operations like mesh editing, compression, and mor-
phing are performed by using Cartesian coordinates. Sorkine
[3] describes alternative representations based on differential
geometry. In contrast to Cartesian coordinates, differential
geometry brings information about local characteristics of
the shape. This allows applying various mesh processing
operations without losing the essence of original geometry.

Cartesian coordinates are transformed into differential co-
ordinates for a differential geometry representation. Let vi =
(xi, yi, zi) denote Cartesian coordinates of a vertex of a
scene M . The differential coordinates δi of vertex vi are the
difference between absolute coordinates of vi and the center
of mass of its one-ring neighbours.

δi = vi −
1

di

∑
j∈N(i)

vj , (6)

where di is the degree of vertex vi and N is the set of
neighbour vertices which are connected to vi with an edge.
This transformation can be represented in matrix form. Let A
be the adjacency matrix for the scene M such that:

Aij =

{
1, (i, j) is connected
0, otherwise,

(7)

and let D denote the diagonal degree matrix where Dii =
di. Then Laplacian matrix, which is used to transform from
Cartesian coordinates to differential coordinates, becomes L =
D − A. Let V be n × 3 matrix which contains Cartesian
coordinates of all n vertices in the scene M and let n × 3
matrix ∆V contain corresponding differential coordinates.
The transformation is as follows:

∆V = LV (8)

An inverse solution, V = L−1∆V, is required to re-
construct surface from differential coordinates. The inverse
solution is undefined since L is singular and so non-invertible
matrix. If all vertices are connected, then the rank of Laplacian
matrix becomes n − 1. We need to solve a full-rank linear
system to find a unique solution. Therefore, it is required
to specify the Cartesian coordinates of at least one vertex i
as the solution by substituting 0 to all elements on ith row
and 1 for the element (i, i) in Laplacian matrix L. Then L
becomes invertible and a unique solution can be constructed
from differential coordinates. The number of substitutions
increase the number of constraints, in which the system is
solved in the least-squares sense.

The Laplacian matrix also forms a good basis for spectral
mesh representation. Once an eigen decomposition applied on
the Laplacian matrix, its eigenvectors correspond to different
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frequency bands. For instance, when eigenvectors are ordered
according to the eigenvalues λi such that

0 = λ1 < λ2 < λ3... < λn, (9)

the initial eigenvectors correspond to a smoothly varying
function on the mesh while the last eigenvectors represent a
function with higher frequencies as shown on Fig. 6. These
functions which correspond to the different frequency bands
enable applying efficient operations such as compression and
smoothing in a similar way that is operated for image compres-
sion in Fourier domain. Low frequencies can be compressed
or high frequencies can be eliminated in order to smooth the
surface.

λ 3 λ 18 λ 34 λ 49 λ 65 λ 80

Fig. 6. Eigenvectors, which are ordered according to eigenvalues λ,
correspond to the functions of different frequency bands. The colors of vertices
are assigned proportional to the variation on the corresponding eigenvector.

The differential coordinates and spectral mesh processing
allows very efficient mesh processing for various goals. In-
teractive mesh editing can be achieved by using Laplacian
matrix once it is decomposed with Cholesky factorization.
Efficient shape representations and compression operations
can be performed using Laplacian operator with eigenbasis.
Furthermore, differential geometry is efficiently applied for
highpass quantization, mesh watermarking, and shape inter-
polation.

Gradient domain enables a very strong representation to cre-
ate prominent bas reliefs. Similarly, the domain of differential
geometry could be used to generate high reliefs. The goal
is to transform scene elements within a limited space while
maintaining its main characteristics. In the next section, we
propose our method which is based on differential geometry.

III. HIGH RELIEFS FROM 3D SCENES

In this section, we present our method for synthesizing
high reliefs. In contrast to bas reliefs, in which the scene
elements are projected into a very limited depth range, high
reliefs contain elements that are detached from the relief plane
(Fig. 7). This makes the design and production of high reliefs
more complicated than the creation of bas reliefs. Preserving
3D shape characteristics in a limited depth range is the main
challenge.

Many techniques, similar to the one that we presented in
Section II-C, have been proposed for the design of bas reliefs
[5]. However, there have not been many attempts to address
the challenges of high reliefs. The fundamental features of
high reliefs are the following [6]:
• Depth discontinuities. Parts of the scene detach them-

selves from the relief plane and yield depth disconti-
nuities. While depth discontinuities are avoided in bas
reliefs, they are emphasized in high reliefs. The resulting

Fig. 7. High relief examples. Left: Greek relief in marble, Girl with Doves,
300 B.C.; Middle: Hero-City Obelisk, St. Petersburg, 1985; Right: Cherub
sculpture in high relief.

strong shadow effects enhance the illusion of depth
(Fig. 3).

• Surface continuity. The continuity between the high and
the low parts of the relief needs to be ensured. The high
parts preserve the depth to a large extent and the low
parts are very close to the plane and look like bas reliefs.

• Perspective deformation. The depth illusion can be
further enhanced by applying a perspective deformation
to the 3D scene (Fig. 2).

The method we present for designing high reliefs of given
3D scenes enable producing high reliefs having these features.
In order to enhance the depth perception of the observer, we
first apply a perspective deformation of the scene according to
a given vanishing point. Then we bring certain elements of the
scene to the relief plane and calculate all other elements by
relying on differential geometry [3]. The continuity and fine
details of the original scene and depth discontinuities at the
high parts of the surface are preserved.

cdviewpoint

vanishing
point

u

a
relief plane S

3D scene M

ci c i

i

y

x
z

Fig. 8. A scene M with viewpoint u, relief plane S, vanishing point a, and
k = 16 attenuation points.

A. Approach

We first select a number of relevant scene points as atten-
uation points and move these points towards a relief plane.
Then we reconstruct the surface by using the new positions
of the attenuation points and the differential coordinates of
the original scene. This brings the scene elements close to
the relief plane while maintaining the continuity and fine
details of the surface of the original scene. Furthermore, depth
discontinuities are preserved.

Let us introduce the notations used hereinafter. We consider
a relief plane S ∈ R3 and a 3D scene M = {V,∆V },
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where V = {v1, ...,vn} ∈ R3 incorporates the Cartesian
coordinates vi of n vertices. Each vertex i ∈ V has the
coordinates vi = [vx vy vz]. The differential coordinates
∆V = {∆v1, ...,∆vn} ∈ R3 comprise for each vertex the
weighted differences from their neighbours, where ∆vi =
[∆vx ∆vy ∆vz]. The scene M is surrounded by viewpoint
u and vanishing point a, used for applying a perspective
deformation. The k attenuation points C = {c1, ..., ck}∀c ∈ V
control the proximity of the scene elements to the relief plane.
The position of the scene, the viewpoint, the relief plane and
the vanishing point in the coordinate system are shown in
Fig. 8.

1) Forced perspective: Convergence of parallel lines is
a key tool to achieve a depth illusion when projecting 3D
scenes onto a 2D plane. However, it is not applicable for
high reliefs since we do not project 3D points onto a 2D
plane. Nevertheless, since we limit the depth range, deforming
the geometry along vanishing lines is useful to enhance the
perception of depth. This type of perspective deformation
is applied in several architecture and sculpting works. For
instance, the Borromini corridor in Palazzo Spada is perceived
much longer than its actual length. This is due to the parallel
lines of the corridor that are deformed so as to converge to a
vanishing point [7, p. 273]. In a similar manner, we create a
forced perspective on the 3D scene by applying a one point
perspective deformation. The deformation is controlled with
the vanishing point a = [ax ay az] located behind the relief
plane and the viewpoint u. Choosing a at infinity (az = ∞)
does not cause any deformation of M , while choosing it
closer to the relief plane S creates a corresponding perspective
deformation.

a = [ a   a   a  ],
vanishing point 

-z

v = [ v   v   v   ],
vertex position
v = [ v   v   v   ], 
new vertex position

p

u = [ u   u   u  ], 
viewpoint 

x y z

x y z

x y z

x y z
p p p

-x

a 

u 

ll

vvp

p

view plane, parallel
to the relief plane S
through viewpoint u

Fig. 9. Perspective deformation.

The perspective deformation consists in bringing a line l
into line lp obtained by connecting the projection of l on the
view plane with vanishing point a as shown in Fig. 9. A vertex
v is displaced to vp according to the following relationship:

vx − vxp
vx − ax

=
vz − uz

az − uz

Solving for vp yields

vxp = vx − (vx − ax) · (vz − uz)

az − uz

vyp = vy − (vy − ay) · (vz − uz)

az − uz

vzp = vz.

2) Bring it to the plane: Instead of directly compressing the
depth range, we bring scene elements towards the relief plane
S and attach some of them to the plane. At the same time we
try to preserve the overall shape. We achieve this by selecting
several vertices as attenuation points. Attenuation points are
then migrated towards the relief plane S. The positions of all
other vertices are calculated according to the new positions of
the attenuation points and the differential coordinates ∆V of
the vertices.

Selecting attenuation points. The selection of attenuation
points determines to a large extent the final high relief geom-
etry. We select them according to the following requirements:
• Ensure that all vertices that are visible from viewpoint u

stay in front of the relief plane.
• Use the least number of attenuation points k in order to

avoid excessive deformations.
• Preserve the original depth order of all scene vertices in

local neighbourhoods.
In order to meet these criteria, we apply k-means spatial

clustering [8] to the scene vertices V using only their x and
y coordinates as cluster data and k as the desired number of
clusters. Then in each cluster, we select as attenuation point
ci the vertex visible from viewpoint u having the smallest
Euclidean distance to the relief plane S. This strategy provides
well distributed attenuation points that enforce visible vertices
to stay in front of relief plane. Next we calculate the new
position of each attenuation point ci = [cxi c

y
i c

z
i ], i ∈ C:

c′i = (1− fi) · (ci ◦ si), (10)

fi =
log(1+ ‖ µi − cdi

‖ −minj ∈C ‖ µj − cdj
‖)

log(1 + maxj ∈C ‖ µj − cdj
‖ −minj ∈C ‖ µj − cdj

‖)
(11)

where c′i ∈ C ′ is the new position of the attenuation point,
si = [1 1 βi] is the scaling factor with βi = 0.1 for each
attenuation point unless otherwise stated, fi is the regulariza-
tion term, ◦ denotes element-wise vector multiplication, µi is
the average Euclidean distance of all visible vertices of the
current cluster to their projection point on the relief plane
S, and cdi is the Euclidean distance of the attenuation point
ci to its projection on S. 1 − fi decreases the amount of
migration if the attenuation point represents a cluster having
a more planar shape compared with other clusters. This helps
preventing undesired deformations. Fig. 8 shows an example
of the selected attenuation points.

Construction. In this step, we construct the final relief
surface by using the new positions of attenuation points C ′. As
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k = 1 k = 4 k = 16 k = 64 k = 256
y

x

z

x

Fig. 10. Results obtained when varying the number k of attenuation points.

discussed previously, the differential coordinates ∆V enable
us preserving the local characteristics of the scene while
bringing scene elements to the plane. We calculate differential
coordinate ∆vi for a vertex vi as described in Section II-C.
Then following minimization function is used to reconstruct
the whole scene by calculating the new absolute positions of
all n vertices V ′:

E(V ′) =

n∑
i=1

‖ ∆v′i −∆vi ‖2 +

k∑
i=1

‖ v′i − c′i ‖2 (12)

Solving this quadratic optimization results in a linear sys-
tems of equations. We use matrix form ∆V = LV (see Section
II-C for the details). Since Laplacian matrix L has rank n−1,
V ′ can be recovered from L by fixing a single vertex in V ′.
We fix k attenuation points where v′i = c′i, i ∈ 1, ...k, k < n
and solve ∆V = LV′ for all other vertices. As a final step
we eliminate all vertices that are displaced behind the relief
plane S.

IV. DISCUSSION AND THESIS PROPOSAL

Our method described in Section III is a first step towards
solving the problem of automatic generation of high reliefs.
The method relies on the differential coordinates in order
to preserve the overall shape, the depth discontinuities, and
the fine details of the scene. Having parts of the object
that are detached from the relief plane enhances to a great
extent the depth perception. In contrast to bas reliefs, the
preservation of depth discontinuities yield strong shadows.
Fig. 11 shows some results for different input scenes. A simple
depth compression strategy fails to preserve the scene details
and the overall scene is not well attached to the relief plane.
Increasing the number k of attenuation points decreases the
depth range but at the same time introduces deformations of
the scene geometry. If no deformation is tolerated and a limited
depth range is desired, we observe that selecting k = 64 gives
the best results for many scenes.

We described our problem and solution with respect to high
reliefs. However, the problem might be generalized to any kind

k = 64

k = 128 k = 128

Fig. 11. Results obtained for different scenes.

of limited 3D representation in 3D space. With the widespread
usage of 3D printing technology, 3D representations of the
scenes become a more significant problem. In architecture,
industrial design, and plastic arts, people represent their scenes
in a limited space for different goals. In order to achieve this,
following two questions should be addressed:

How to represent the scenes within limited spaces
without losing the main characteristics of the scene? Our
solution for high reliefs by using differential geometry is a
promising method. However, it is currently limited to the
connected meshes. When the scenes are complicated and
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having multiple independent objects, we cannot generate a
unique solution for the scene. We want to expand our method
to solve the problem so that for any given scene and depth
range, the scene is transformed so that it gives an impression
of the same geometry for several vantage points.

How to enhance depth perception in limited 3D space?
In the literature, enhancing the depth perception in projection
space (e. g., paintings, photography, and bas reliefs) has been
one of the main research avenues. The main strategy of depth
perception in projection space is imitating the image of 3D
scene projected on the retina. However, this strategy does
not apply for limited 3D space representations. Therefore, the
3D scene geometry should be deformed properly to create
the correct retinal image (Fig. 2). Once this is achieved, this
kind of representation has the benefits of providing additional
binocular depth cues, motion parallax, and dynamic shadow
and shading (Fig. 3). We showed one way for doing this
with our forced perspective strategy. However, our current
method is limited to one point perspective. For large complex
scenes, we require an approach based on multi-perspective
deformation.

In this direction, we aim at expanding our research for
different representations in limited 3D space. In the following
we provide several future work directions:

Perspective in 3D. Perspective defined as a technique to
increase the depth effect on 2D projections. Nevertheless, as
we showed with our forced perspective approach, we can
increase the depth effect by applying perspective deformations
in 3D scenes too. We will generalize our method to make it
work with multiple vanishing points. The main challenges are
to detect lines in 3D geometry, define meaningful vanishing
points for all parallel line groups, and deforming geometry
along vanishing lines. This will allow the artists to design 3D
scenes with special perspective effects. These effects could be
various. The geometry could be shown as if it has a large depth
range with these deformations. Multi-perspective deformations
will be possible with the different arrangement of vanishing
points. Furthermore, depth illusions similar to the works of
M.C. Escher will be possible with conflicting arrangement of
vanishing points to create false perspectives.

Complex scenes in a limited space. Differential geometry
provides relative information of the geometry by considering
their topological connections. However, it is not possible
to obtain the relative information of the objects which are
not connected to each other topologically. This prevents to
obtain unique and prominent results when these scenes are
transformed into limited space. One solution for this problem
could be creating pseudo-connections for unconnected geom-
etry within the scene.

Continuous surfaces from 2D to 3D. In museums and
galleries, the space is limited. Hence, the artists sometimes
use 2D and 3D elements together to create an impression of
a huge 3D scene by achieving a continuity between 2D and
3D elements. Similarly, our goal is to develop a metric which
creates the impression of continuity between a 2D background
and 3D foreground of the scene by optimizing the scene
elements accordingly.

Material, shading, and shadow effects. Different type

of effects can be achieved with the control of light and
materials. We want to evaluate how the perception of depth
can be enhanced by different usage of light and shadow in 3D
environments.

Deformations in 3D. We deform the geometry to transform
the scene into a limited space. These deformations are only
tolerable to some degree with respect to the perception and
aeshtetics. We will study these shape deformations to develop
a metric for tolerable deformations by using qualitative and
quantitative methods.
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